IJMEG CALL FOR ARTICLES

Manuscript submissions are now being invited to *The International Journal of Molecular Epidemiology and Genetics (IJMEG)* (ISSN 1948-1756), a new open access, online only journal designed to facilitate rapid dissemination of novel discoveries and new methodologies in medical molecular epidemiology and genetics.

Scope of IJMEG:
The wide scope of IJMEG is intended to encompass the interests of multi-disciplinary researchers from all scientific disciplines where the primary focus of the research is to increase and integrate knowledge about chronic disease aetiology with the ultimate aim of advancing the cure and prevention of chronic disease and the overall improvement of public health. To achieve these aims IJMEG encourages research that uses molecular, cellular and biochemical concepts and techniques that either complement current epidemiological knowledge or which are directly incorporated into well-designed epidemiologic or genetic studies.

Publishing with IJMEG offers:
- An Editorial Board of the highest calibre covering all walks of research experience and disease application;
- A wide selection of article formats and a rigorous peer review process;
- Online publication as (e-pub) within two weeks of all accepted manuscripts;
- There are no added costs for whether colour or black or white images are used;
- Given that the journal is open access it offers the ability to hyperlink between article text and other appropriate web-based resources that in turn offer a more dynamic and interactive reading and learning experience;
- The wide scope of IJMEG offers provides increased levels of exposure of individual articles to a much wider readership than is often available through more thematic or disease specific journals;
- IJMEG, in addition to offering a forum for the dissemination of high calibre results, it also wishes to facilitate increased education and instruction to new or aspiring researchers across disciplines by publishing state-of-the-art reviews on topics and proposals for new methodologies as well as accommodating new hypotheses.
- A forum still highly receptive to the publication of Genetic Association Reports those are still very valuable and necessary to Meta-Analysis methodologies.

Unlike most other open access online journals, IJMEG will retain traditional and familiar features of paper print, such as a unique cover page for every single issue, continuous volume and issue numbers, as well as continuous page numbers to retain our comfortable familiarity towards an academic journal. So IJMEG retains everything that is good about traditional journal formats whilst capturing and integrating all the benefits that online e-publishing has to offer.

The first issue of IJMEG will be officially launched in January, 2010 and published as a quarterly journal. To ensure IJMEG is a success and accelerate the journals acceptance to PubMed indexing we are inviting and accepting manuscript submissions at this time and ask for your support by considering IJMEG. We are endeavouring to be offer the official peer-reviewed forum for molecular epidemiology which has been absent until this time and you can contribute to the success of this endeavour.

If you are interested in publishing your work in IJMEG please email manuscripts to the Editorial Office noting our Guidelines for Authors.

We look forward to receiving your manuscripts

Patrick Kehoe PhD
*IJMEG Editor-in-Chief*